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Coming events  
  

 

Curated tour of exhibition at NMA      24 July 

Schools Awards presentation       11 August 

Tour to Horticultural Expo       28 August 

Talk on China’s Belt and Road for cultural institutions   25 Sept 

 

 

 

 

 

Committee   

   

President  Carol Keil 6247 8231 

cjkeil@proforte.com.au 

   

Secretary   Tanja Naeher 6259 5539  

Treasurer Neil Birch 6287 4602 

Bulletin editor Jean Norman 6254 7732 

jjnorman46@grapevine.com.au   

   

Committee members John Wong  6294 0068 

 Teck Lee 6254 6814 

 Alex Olah 0490 660 738 
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For your diary  
 

 

Curated tour at the National Museum 
 

There will be a one hour curated tour of the exhibition of 

calligraphy and painting from the National Museum of 

China in Beijing for members and friends at the National 

Museum on Wednesday 24 July at 2.00pm. Please book 

by emailing acfsevent@gmail.com by17 July. Afternoon 

tea will follow a the Museum café, at your own expense. 

 
 

 

Belt and Road for Cultural Institutions 

Cultural Counsellor for the Chinese Embassy Mr Yang Zhi 

has kindly agreed to give members a talk on the Belt and 

Road Initiative for Cultural Institutions on 25 

September.  We are still trying to finalize a venue and 

more details will be in the next newsletter. 

 

 

Han Migrant Farmers and Qing 
Mongolian Policy 

ANU China Seminar Series 

Speaker Cyrus Yee 

Venue Seminar Room A, China in the World 

Building (188), Fellows Lane, ANU 

Date Thursday, 25 July, 2019 - 16:00 to 17:30 

This talk will examine the migration and settlement of 
Han farmers in Inner Mongolia during the Qing period 
(1644–1911). The presence of Han settlements in great 

numbers was an outcome desired by none of the 
concerned parties: the Qing court, the Mongolian 

banners and the Han settlers themselves. 

For the Qing court, the inter-mingling of its Han and 
Mongolian subjects was a source of ethnic tensions that 

it had endeavoured to prevent from the outset. For the 
Mongols, the permanent loss of their lands to Han tillers 
was an outcome they had never foreseen when they first 

recruited the latter as a source of cheap labour. For the 
Han migrants, the decision to break with their own roots 

and settle in an alien land was against their own wish, 
which was “to go, to earn and to return.” In short, rather 
than any imperial design or grand strategy, this was the 

product of the convergence of diverse factors: 
geography, social condition, human greed and an instinct to survive. 

Fast facts from the Beijing 
Review, June 2019 

▪ About 10 billion tons of solid waste 

is produced in China each year.  A 

pilot program was recently 

launched involving 18 government 

departments with the goal of 

minimizing solid waste production, 

maximising the use of recycled 

resources and the safe disposal of 

what’s left. 

▪ Over the last 7 years about 1.3 

million trees have been planted on 

the bare mountains of Lhasa. The 

city has afforested nearly 400 

hectares, the first successful 

planting above 3,900 metres of 

any city in the Tibet Autonomous 

Region. Tibet has launched several 

ecological projects in recent years, 

including returning farmland to 

forest and curbing desertification. 

Official data showed the region’s 

forest coverage rose from less than 

1% in 1951 to over 12% in 2018. 

▪ A 5.7 km long road tunnel has 
been opened for two-way traffic on 

the 400 km highway between 

Lhasa and Nyingchi. At an altitude 

of over 4,750 meters it is the 

world’s highest. 

▪ China has established 158 internet 

hospitals to offer medical services, 

amid a lack of resources in the 

countryside and congestion in 

large urban hospitals.  Internet 

hospitals offer medical services 

such as consultations and 

diagnosis online. 

▪ Nearly 14 million used cars were 

traded-in in China last year, less 

than half the number of new 

vehicles sold.  China is developing 

regulations to allow an expansion 

of exports of second hand cars. 

▪ The island of Hainan will install 
940,000 charging poles for electric 

vehicles by 2030.  Currently there 

are about 5,000.  At the end of 

2018 there were about 23,000 

electric vehicles that is about 1.8% 

of the province’s total.  No new 

fossil fuelled vehicles will be sold 

by 2030. 

 

Thanks to Neil Birch for 

compiling these. 
 

mailto:acfsevent@gmail.com
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This is a topic that has rarely been dealt with in depth in the English 
literature on Qing or Mongolian history. Yet the presence of large numbers 

of Han settlers has been one of the major historical forces that have 
transformed modern Inner Mongolia as well as China, and its effects are 
still palpable today. 

About the speaker Dr. Cyrus Yee is an Associate Research Fellow I of 
History at the Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, China. He received 
his PhD (History) from the School of Oriental and African Studies, 

University of London (2017) and two MA (in Comparative and Public 
History; Literary and Cultural Studies) and one MPhil (History) degrees 

from the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the University of Hong 
Kong respectively. He lectured at the University of Hong Kong and HKU 
SPACE before his present appointment. His areas of interest include 

China’s frontier studies, History of the Mongol Empire, History of Modern 
China, History and Politics of Taiwan, Cross-Strait Relations, History of 

China’s foreign relations, and Comparative study of Chinese and 
Western Culture. His important publications include “Han Migrant 
Farmers in Qing Inner Mongolia: Reluctant Pioneers or Human Great 

Wall?” (Forthcoming) and “Wither Mongolian Consciousness? Or, Ethnic 
Politics in Mongolia in Early 20th Century”. 

Before the seminar: All attendees are invited to join us in the CIW Tea 

House from 3.30pm for an informal discussion with the guest speaker 
before the seminar. 

 

Committee news, June 2019 meeting 

The committee met at the ‘Golden Drum’ restaurant in University Avenue 

for its June 2019 meeting.  The acquittal for the grant for the Lantern 

Festival has at last been finalized. Mr Yang (Cultural Counsellor) and 

Carol have been firming up arrangements and logistics for a tree planting 

ceremony at the Beijing Garden – this is envisioned for November 2019. 

Carol spoke with both Mr Yang and the Chinese network coordinator 

about plans for the Panda Competition and School awards – the 

presentation ceremony for the school awards will be earlier this year, in 

August, and the Panda competition in November. 

There are thirteen bookings for the Horticultural Tour, bookings are now 

closed. 

We ended our meeting as always with a delicious meal. 

Jean Norman (Tanja is holidaying in Alaska) 

 

 

 

Vale Brian O'Keeffe 

 
Former Treasurer and much esteemed long-time member Brian O'Keeffe 

passed away in June, from pancreatic cancer, one day after he turned 77 

years of age. 

Brian grew up in Geelong and moved to Canberra in 1973. Within a few 

days he was transferred to Papua New Guinea where he worked for nine 

years, pre- and post-Independence. He joined the local China-interested 

group and then our ACFS when he returned to Canberra in 1982. Later he 
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succeeded John Waters as our Treasurer and remained an interested 

participant after he relinquished that position. 

Brian became seriously ill last year but, despite advice from his doctors, he 

was determined to, and did travel to Brisbane for his niece's wedding a few 

weeks before he passed away. 

Always positive, Brian had a wonderful sense of humour and a very warm 

personality; he will be missed. 

Several members of ACFS-ACT, including President Carol Keil and Ex-

Treasurers John Waters and Geoff Winter attended his memorial recently. 

Brian is survived by five brothers; all six were unmarried. 

 

Vale Tom Loy 
 

Tom Loy, one of the founding members of the Queensland Branch of the 

ACFS and a former President of the ACFS National Council passed away 

recently aged 87.   

 

 

University in Qingdao seeks English teachers 

The China University of Petroleum (www.upc.edu.cn) has several 

vacancies for English teachers to start in September 2019. Preferred age 

between 28−55; must have at least a Bachelor’s Degree; basic salary 

Y7,000 per month plus allowances and accommodation. 

For more information please contact Alex Olah on 0490 660 738. My wife 

and I taught at UPC (until July 2016) for six years and found it a very 

rewarding experience.  

 

 

Panda Competition 2019 

The Panda Competition is conducted every year by the Australia China 

Friendship Society and is open to students from Pre-schools, Primary schools 

and High schools in the ACT and Queanbeyan. Society members'  children 

and grandchildren are encouraged to enter the competition. 

 

The topic for this year’s competition is: 

 

Ancient Chinese Inventions 

 

 

China is noted for many inventions in the ancient world.  The four major 

inventions are papermaking, printing, gunpowder and the compass but 

http://www.upc.edu.cn/
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there are many other others as well such as: the umbrella, porcelain, tea 

production, silk, kites, banknotes and the Chinese junk. 

Students are asked to creatively focus on an aspect of this topic.  This can 

be through a drawing or, painting, creative works such as a collage or 3-

dimensional construction, an essay, poem, or other creative individual 

effort, appropriate to the student’s age and school grade.  Pre-school and 

year 1 and 2 students can also enter colouring in.  If the entry is in 

mandarin an English translation must be provided. The entry should be the 

work of a single student.  If a joint entry for more than 1 student is 

submitted only a single prize will be provided. 

 

Only original entries will be accepted: photocopies or scanned copies will 

not be considered. 

 

Conditions of entry are: 

• Drawings and combination drawing/words are preferred on A3 paper. 
• Sculptures or collages must have a footprint no larger than an A3 

sheet 

• Essays are to be no more than one A4 page. 
• One entry per student. (Entry must be the work of only that student.)  

 
All entries must have the following information provided on or with 
the entry or they will be ineligible: 

School name:  

Teacher’s name  

Student Name (First name plus Surname) 

Gender  Boy  /  Girl 

Age of student  

School Year   

 

Entries must be received by 5pm Sunday 29 September 2019 

Entries should be sent to:  The Secretary (Panda Competition) 

      Australia China Friendship Society 

      PO Box 530  

Civic Square  ACT  2608 

Judging of the entries will take place early in the school holidays and 

presentation of prizes will be on a date to be advised.  When sending in an 

entry please include a phone and email contact address so that we 

can contact you with the names of the winners and details of the awards 

ceremony.  If you are posting your entry please email acfsact@gmail.com  

so that we can ensure it has arrived. 

For further information about the competition or, if you would like to deliver 

your entry, please email acfsact@gmail.com   

 

 

 

 

mailto:acfsact@gmail.com
mailto:acfsact@gmail.com
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Letter from Zhanjiang 

A home of our own 2 – the 

interior 

With the deal to buy our new 

apartment in Zhanjiang all 

settled, we soon found 

ourselves pouring though 

websites, magazines and 

books seeking inspiration and 

ideas for its interior. Whilst 

we harboured ideas of mixing 

many influences in its design 

and layout, we needed some 

instructive examples in order 

to turn our disjointed thought 

bubbles and saved images into a real design. 

Soon we started visiting our new apartment’s concrete shell interior to 

visualise how ideas we’d gleaned from our research might fit with the 

‘blank canvas’ that we were starting with. Such visits always left us feeling 

excited and optimistic, so we then started talking to a number of interior 

decoration companies about design ideas and costs. Most showed us 

portfolios illustrating examples of recently completed apartment fit-outs. 

But, while they must have been hoping to inspire us, what we saw 

generally left me cold and my wife lukewarm at best.  

Nowadays many middle-class and well-to-do Chinese seem to aspire to an 

aesthetic that espouses luxury with European classical elements, or a form 

of ornate, excessively embellished modernism. And, the interiors of many 

new Chinese apartments often feature complex built in embellishments 

and design features. Whilst these might be wonderfully appealing to some, 

especially when new and fresh, should the owner’s taste or ideas change, 

or one start to tire of the status quo, then changing the décor, even in a 

small way such as updating colours, requires really major interior 

renovations. The first apartment I lived in here in China epitomized the 

problem; it was a nearly new apartment with a modern ornate living area 

that featured 7 different types of built-in light fittings. I’m sure it all looked 

great on paper and in the designer’s concept drawings, many of the built-

in embellishments were dust traps that were difficult to clean and 

replacing blown bulbs in some of the light fittings required the services of 

a skilled electrician. How is that ‘good design’?  

Not surprisingly, we found ourselves shying away from examples of 

modern Chinese apartment interiors shown to us by companies vying for 

our business. Rather, what excited and inspired us were examples we’d 

seen in some Australian interior design and decoration magazines and also 

by contemporary Scandinavian type interiors, as often showcased in IKEA 

catalogues. We’d already become familiar with IKEA’s offerings here in 

China; in our previous apartment in Zhanjiang we’d supplemented the 

kitchens meagre cupboards and benches with some great IKEA kitchen 

units. Through these products and our dealings with IKEA, we’d come to 

appreciate the quality of their designs, customer service and the value for 

money that their products offer here in China. And, we really liked the fact 

that IKEA stand by their quality, with no questions asked. 
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After many discussions and negotiations, we settled on a large interior 

decoration company with a reputation for quality workmanship. From 

weeks of discussions and sharing photos and internet images, we inspired 

them to create a design that was a blend of a warehouse conversion and 

Scandinavian summer house. And, we opted to do the kitchen units, 

bedroom closets and bathroom units ourselves, having been really 

impressed by what IKEA offers in these product lines.  

However, even though we’d contracted a company to do most of the 

interior work for our new apartment, we still had much to do ourselves. 

We were responsible for choosing and purchasing floor tiles, interior doors, 

bathroom commodes, shower fittings, air-conditioners, ceiling fans, light 

fittings, engineered wooden flooring and much more. But, thanks to the 

boom in new apartment construction here in in southern China, Zhanjiang 

like most comparable cities has a huge, interior decoration product market 

that takes the form of a cavernous, multi-level shopping mall on the 

outskirts of town. This market makes perusing and choosing such products 

relatively easy. Whether it is doors, custom made cupboards, wooden 

flooring products, spa-baths, window security grills, beds, plumbing 

fixtures, large electrical appliances, paint, wallpaper or any other of the 

countless products one might need to fit-out one’s apartment, it’s all there 

under one roof.  

However, whilst this market does provide great convenience it can also 

become overwhelming. Fortunately, various friends and colleagues who 

have also been involved with fitting out new apartments had provided us 

really useful leads to follow for some of the things we needed, including 

tiles and wooden flooring. But for other things, it became a long process of 

wandering in and out of countless stores till we found products or brands 

we liked and that were being proffered by helpful and friendly salespeople. 

To avoid getting overwhelmed and making poor choices, we made multiple 

visits to the market over several weekends and generally limited our visits 

to just two to three hours and with each visit focusing on finding a few 

specific products.  
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If that interior decoration product 

market were in Australia, it would 

undoubtedly have several cafés 

serving up espressos, lattes and 

tasty morsels for weary 

homemakers to recharge and 

rekindle their enthusiasm. But, the 

interior decoration market here in 

Zhanjiang has none of that. Some 

of the shops do offer serious 

looking customers cups of tepid 

green tea and perhaps some 

candy; refreshments I regard as 

seriously inadequate for enthusing 

and endearing weary prospective 

customers. But there was one 

outlier we encountered: in one 

store where we were looking at 

flooring, we were offered coffee, 

and it was real coffee not sickly 3-

in-1. It worked a treat; we 

lingered on and soon became 

enthused about their impressive 

displays of quality wooden flooring 

products with the end result being 

that we now have two bedrooms 

decked out with some of their 

great wooden flooring. Savvy salesmanship for sure!  

Quite separate to that market in Zhanjiang, we also had several visits to a 

new, very large IKEA store in Foshan (close to Guangzhou). But even 

though that is the closest IKEA store to Zhanjiang, it is nonetheless a 5-

hour bus ride away. So, most of our visits entailed weekend pilgrimages 

and these turned into very enjoyable weekend or even long-weekend 

getaways. Whilst the idea of spending an extended amount of time in an 

IKEA might be akin to a nightmare for some rushed and harried 

individuals, we enjoyed our visits immensely. This enjoyment was helped 

by allowing plenty of time, and taking plenty of breaks at their great in-

store restaurant. We generally arrived the night before, stayed in a nearby 

hotel and then in the morning took a short stroll to IKEA’s restaurant for a 

leisurely breakfast. Whilst IKEA’s Foshan store opens at 10:00 am, its 

restaurant opens 1 hour earlier allowing savvy customers an opportunity 

to leisurely enjoy a western-Chinese breakfast along with great bottom-

less cups of real coffee. 

On our biggest day out at IKEA’s Foshan store, after we’d fortified 

ourselves with their breakfast offerings of coffee, noodles, hash-browns 

and more, we headed straight to the kitchen department in order to 

monopolise one of their kitchen experts for a long, leisurely session 

designing our open-plan kitchen. With the kitchen complete, we 

progressed on to the bedroom closets section for another major design 

session. Then, through the remaining course of the day we ventured forth 

to work on book shelves, bathroom cupboards, furniture and more, 

pausing at appropriate times to partake of more great Swedish food for 

lunch and then later for a dinner complimented with French wine and 
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Danish cider as offered in their restaurant. As easily happens in IKEA’s 

caverns of Scandinavian bliss, time flew away as we progressed through 

that mammoth store. We reached the checkouts nigh on closing time, 

10:00 pm, and it was even later once we had finalised the despatch details 

for delivery of our flatpacks to the far reaches of southwestern 

Guangdong.  

Some days later back in Zhanjiang, we took delivery of our IKEA flatpacks, 

all of which we stacked into one of our ‘concrete shell’ rooms. Our 

mountain of over 200 flatpacks was daunting to say the least. Fortunately, 

help was soon at hand. After images of our flatpack mountain were shared 

on social media a number of good friends jumped in and volunteered to 

help out, including a friend from Australia who is always keen for a holiday 

in China, a couple of Australian friends who live here in Zhanjiang and my 

wife’s brother.  

As work by our contracted interior decoration company progressed, 

numerous visits to our apartment were required to check on the course of 

work and decide on all the finer details one needs to think about in a new 

home, such as the numbers and exact placement of power-points and light 

switches. Of course, there were some issues with quality of workmanship 

along the way and most of these were resolved amicably. In the end, the 

only issue that wasn’t completely resolved was the grouting between some 

of the bathroom floor tiles – a minor issue in the scheme of things.  

Most of the contracted interior decoration work finished up just prior to 

China’s National Day holiday, and with everyone having 7 days of public 

holidays to enjoy, we gathered our posse and set to work. Up to that point 

I’d always thought assembling IKEA flatpacks was all about Allen keys; it 

had never entered my head that that assembling and installing cupboards 

and bathroom units would involve saws, hammer drills or even an angle 

grinder. An angle grinder??!! Heaven forbid, I really can’t recall any 

images of tall blonde Scandinavians nursing a mug of hot-chocolate in one 

hand and wielding an angle grinder in their other hand whilst 

contemplating an IKEA flatpack in any of the countless catalogues we had 

perused. Even so, over the course of that 7-day holiday and even into the 

weekends that followed, the angle-grinder, hammer-drill and many other 

serious tools, and of course countless Allen keys, all enjoyed frequent work 

outs as we happily went about assembling and installing kitchen, bedroom 
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and bathroom cupboards as well as assembling bookshelves and other 

pieces of furniture. 

With so many flatpacks to assemble, including numerous multi-sectional 

cupboards and units, of course not everything went smoothly. One of the 

cupboard units for the kitchen was fractionally too big for the space; in a 

couple of the flatpacks some components were warped or broken; and, 

one of the dining chairs we bought had a crack in its frame. But, much to 

IKEA’s credit, their aftersales service really shone through: several days 

after we had emailed them pictures and descriptions of the problems, they 

sent a guy all the way from Foshan to Zhanjiang to deliver the necessary 

replacements and take back the faulty packs. I love companies who 

proudly stand by their products and deliver on warranties and guarantees 

without question.  

By late-November, most things for our apartment’s interior had come 

together really well and it was all starting to look superb and was 

imminently habitable. But rather than make one big sudden move, we 

chose to move gradually. There was no hurry to vacate our old apartment 

and we wanted time to clean out and sort through years of accumulated 

possessions.  

A couple of weeks prior to Christmas we gathered a wonderful group of 

friends for a special house-warming cum pre-Christmas dinner at new 

apartment. It was a great evening with champagne to celebrate as we all 

sat around our wonderful, new IKEA dining table. And, it was the first of 

many wonderful gatherings in our new apartment, all greatly facilitated by 

the decision we made was to buy an extendable dining table; we chose 

one that, with its 2 extra leaves inserted, can very comfortably seat 12 

people. We now frequently have this number of friends, sometimes more, 

gather for dinner or other occasions at our new apartment; the energy and 

joy these friends bring with them has provided a wonderful ‘joie de vivre’ 

that has transformed our new apartment into a real home.   
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Memento of a Maestro  
An American shares her experience of visiting Suzhou 

 

By Pamela Tobey  · Beijing Review NO. 27 JULY 4, 2019 
 

 

A panoramic view of the Suzhou Museum in east China's Jiangsu Province (PAMELA TOBEY) 

White. Black. Bright blue. Those colours frame my artistic impression of 
Suzhou. The ancient city's historical areas, its distinctive low white 

buildings with black trim and roofs offered a stark contrast to the 
intensely blue skies during my recent visit to the city long known as the 

"Venice of the East." Wandering around the lanes and bridges of the 
traditional water town in east China's Jiangsu Province, I kept seeing 
scenes I wanted to draw or paint. But I hadn't brought my watercolour 

kit, and with only one day to see everything on our list, there just wasn't 
time to pause for artistic pursuits. 

The area did indeed remind me of Venice, with small boats plying the 

orderly canals, the stone bridges crossing the water and surrounding 
graceful old buildings and small shops. Visiting on a weekday meant I 

saw more of the real life of the town instead of tourists, with 
grandmothers leading toddlers down the pathways and residents 
shopping for fruit and vegetables at small shops. 

The largest of Suzhou's famed walled gardens, the Humble 
Administrator's Garden, surprised me. Because of its name, I had 
imagined it would be simpler, reflecting its name. But it isn't humble at 

all inside. The many canals and lakes, bamboo groves and zigzagging 
bridges anchor beautiful pavilions and large rock formations that give it a 

sense of serenity despite the tide of humanity. Its size is a plus, ensuring 
short periods of serenity while still surrounded by crowds. 

Another advantage to seeing this garden is its location next door to the 

Suzhou Museum. The museum was designed by I.M. Pei, one of my 
favourite architects, which would have put it on my list anyway. Since Pei 
died recently at the age of 102, it felt important to see it on this visit. I 

had been exposed to Pei's architecture many times since my school days 
in my US home state of Texas. The closest big city to my small home 

town is Houston, where Pei designed a six-sided, granite-clad skyscraper 
downtown that is still the tallest building in the city and prominent on the 
skyline. Not far from my university, also in Texas, is his acclaimed Dallas 

City Hall, an inverted triangle of a building that always made me wonder 
just how he achieved such stability with that shape. 

After I moved to Washington DC, I was a frequent visitor to the National 

Gallery of Art and its Pei-designed East Building. I remember how awed I 
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was the first time I saw his glass pyramid at the Louvre in Paris. I got to 
visit his building for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum in Ohio, 

with its melding of different geometric forms perched on the shores of 
Lake Erie. 

Upon entering the Suzhou Museum, we stopped in the orientation room 

and viewed a documentary film about Pei and the museum. Lining a shelf 
along one side of the wall were small bunches of flowers left by visitors 
and condolence books that they could sign in memory of the famed 

architect. 

After seeing some of the traditional architecture of the 2,500-year-old 
city, it was easy to spot the classical Chinese elements that were 

incorporated into Pei's modern design. From the white walls and black 
trims to the wooden beams and thin slats on the ceilings and the 

windows that framed artistically composed scenery, it was a masterful 
synthesis of the city's architectural tradition in a modern form. 
Everywhere I turned I found a view that had been carefully considered 

and beautifully composed. 

The exhibition rooms were carefully arranged and led us around in a 
logical order. One exhibit reflected the luxury and refinement described 

by Marco Polo during his China travels with relics excavated from tombs 
of the Yuan and Ming dynasties (1279-1644). Other rooms held a focused 

display of intricately painted porcelain from the 13th to the 19th century. 
Bold red dragons curled around the centre of a large blue and white bowl. 
A tall white vase was graced with blue outlines of peonies and swirling 

leaves. 

The paintings and calligraphy room—full of Ming and Qing era (1368-
1911) scrolls and fans—caught my eye. The scrolls were unrolled behind 

glass. Large mountain landscapes with tiny figures and buildings gave me 
a sense of the grandeur of the subject. Large pink peonies swept up one 

scroll, while the one next to it had a riot of white plum blossoms framed 
with dark green leaves. I can only hope that someday I can paint Chinese 
flowers with such grace, not to mention the graceful characters of the 

poetry on other scrolls and fans. 

Even the little tea shop, where we stopped for a rest and refreshments, 
was in a beautiful room with a high ceiling and a large cloud-shaped 

window with a lattice of geometric shapes that gave a modernist feel to 
the view of tall green bamboo growing against a white wall outside the 

window. 

Although too short, my visit to Suzhou bathed my artistic soul in joy, 
from its traditional architecture, gentle canals and beautiful old gardens 
to the modern melding of Suzhou traditions by Pei. I can't wait to return. 

And next time, I will bring my watercoluor supplies. 

Thanks to Teck Lee for the link to this item. 
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Aussie college launches leadership bursaries 
China Daily | Updated: 2019-07-17 08:59  

 

SYDNEY - Western Australia's Curtin University has launched the Meng 
Fei Innovative Future Leadership Scholarship program in honor of the 
host of one of the world's biggest television shows, If You Are the One. 

The Chinese star said at the announcement ceremony in Nanjing recently 
that he is delighted to work with Curtin on the initiative that will enable 

many students to receive a world-class education from the highly ranked 
university. "I hope the scholarship can help students in Australia and 
China to achieve their dreams, and that more Chinese students can learn 

about Curtin University," says Meng. 

Curtin University is located in Perth, the capital of Western Australia, and 

is a sister city of Nanjing. According to Seth Kunin, deputy vice-
chancellor of Curtin University, the new scholarship program will see this 
Sino-Aussie partnership strengthen even further. 

"The scholarship is an excellent initiative to attract high achieving 
students to be future leaders and innovators," says Kunin. Curtin's high 

world ranking and reputation in leadership and innovation makes this a 
unique opportunity to partner with the host, he adds. 

"Meng Fei achieved international stardom through his work in media and 

journalism as well as in the entertainment industry," says Kunin. 

This scholarship is "seeking students who have achieved exceptional 

academic results", and have been deemed by Meng as having 
demonstrated "truly innovative leadership qualities", according to Kunin. 
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form  

 Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year.  The 
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.  
 

Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608
 
 are:   

Single $20   Family $35   Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25 

    

Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................  

  

Address……………………………………………………………………..……
  

  

  

……………………………………………….………… Postcode  ……………  

  

Email………………………………………………………………………………  

    

Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………  

    

Renewal    New Member   

    

Direct Credit Details:  

Beyond Bank  
BSB: 325-185  

A/C No. 03411481  
A/C Name: ACFS ACT  
          Branch Inc  

Ref: Your name  
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